HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN DOG TOYS
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Old ripped and smelly tshirts
Old odd socks
9mm polycord or rope offcuts
Pack of 5 tennis balls
Pack of 5 mini tennis balls
Sharp knife or scissors
Hot glue gun
METHOD:
TOY 1 – ROPE PULL TOY
1. Make a monkey fist knot. A monkey fist knot is basically three (or four) turns of rope, three
more turns around the first three, and a final set of three more turns locking them all together.
Start about 2m from the end of the rope - this'll give you about for forming the knot + 3' for the
end braid + 1' for tightening... The initial knot has to be pretty loose, otherwise you'll never be
able to feed the last three loops through the knot. To tighten the knot, start with the rope at one
end of the knot. Almost as if you were trying to untie the knot, push/pull the rope into the knot,
creating a loop. Following the path of the rope, push/pull the loop through the entire knot,
pulling the loops tighter as you go. Cut/trim the rope as needed to end up with a monkey-fist
knot in the middle of two 3' ends of rope. (This step is a little tricky to follow on paper – refer to
the pic below or YouTube it!).

2. Clean up the rope ends. Remove some of the rope core, pull the braided covering back from
the end, exposing the core and then cut off an inch or so of the core. Pull the braided covering
back over the end of the core and use the lighter to fuse the covering together.

3. You could stop here, but making a braid knot out of each end of the rope makes a
better/thicker handle for the toy. A braid knot is a way of braiding a single rope. Loop one end
around twice to form the three strands you'll be braiding (see the picture). Start braiding the
three strands near the monkey first knot. As you braid, the other end of the rope will become
tangled -- after a few plaits, stop to untangle the ends, then continue braiding. Make a braid
knot on the other end of the rope, and you're done!

TOY 2 – OLD SOCK FETCH AND CHEW TOY
1. Take one long old sock. The fluffier and stinkier the better.
2. Put a tennis ball in the toe.
3. Knot up by the ball.
4. Tie a second knot about an inch down the sock.
5. Tie a third knot an inch further.
6. Put another tennis ball in.
7. Tie a final knot at the end of the sock

TOY 3 –T-SHIRT CHEW TOY/CUDDLY
THICKER CIRCULAR VERSION
1. Cut a t shirt into four on the side seams, and centre front and back.
2. Leave the neck seam holding it together.
3. Tie a knot at the top – the neck opening.
4. Secure it to something solid and do a circular braid.
5. Use a hair tie to secure the loose end.

6. Tuck it into the knot at the neck.
7.

Seal it with a couple of stitches if necessary.

THINNER, SOFTER VERSION
1. Cut a circular band all the way around the base of a t shirt.
2. And 3 more – use as much of the t shirt as you can – the wider the better.
3. Knot the top to something solid.
4. Circular braid the 4 strands of T shirt yarn.
5. Reef knot the ends together leaving a nice fluffy t shirt end bits..

